Kia optima 04

The Kia Optima is a mid-size car manufactured by Kia since and marketed globally through
various nameplates. First generation cars were mostly marketed as the Optima, although the
Kia Magentis name was used in Europe and Canada when sales began there in For the second
generation models, Kia used the Kia Lotze and Kia K5 name for the South Korean market, and
the Magentis name globally, except in the United States , Canada and Malaysia where the
Optima name was retained until the model year. The Optima name is now going to be used for
all markets except China , Saudi Arabia and the United States, where they will also use the K5
name. From â€” Optimas were a rebadged variant of the Hyundai Sonata , differing only from
the Sonata in minor exterior styling details and equipment content. It was first shown in South
Korea in July and was the first product of the Kia-Hyundai platform integration plan. In
Australia, the Optima was introduced in May , offered only with a 2. The updated Optima was
offered with a new 2. Thanks in part to better marketing, sales increased to 41, units in , an
all-time high. The Optima was sold until , when it was replaced by the Magentis. The Optima
received a minor update. A luxurious version of the Optima was sold in South Korea as the
"Optima Regal", using the 2-liter four or the 2. The grille was redesigned for the United States in
model year to feature the Kia badge, and the headlamps were restyled for model year. This
generation differed further from the Hyundai Sonata donor vehicle than the previous model.
Unlike the previous Optima though, this vehicle uses a global platform, unique to Kia,
designated "MG". The car continues to be built in South Korea and shares its 2. The second
generation Kia Optima was launched in Malaysia on 15 August powered by a 2. This update
features new front-end styling and tail lamps. In addition to the revised exterior, length is also
slightly increased by roughly 70 millimetres 2. There is also a new engine and the interior has
also been revised. In certain markets, the option of satellite navigation is offered. The new Theta
II 2. There is a 2. Acceleration for the 2. The 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard in
the base model, and a five-speed automatic is included with mid- and high-end levels or as an
option in the base model. In Australia, the Magentis was introduced in August , and replaced the
Optima. Initially available with a choice of 2. In , the V6 engine was dropped, as was the EX-L
model, leaving only the entry-level 2. While the facelifted model was never officially launched, a
very small number were imported for "evaluation" purposes, and eventually sold to the public
as demos. It features a much sleeker, sportier profile designed by new Kia design chief Peter
Schreyer , following the new design language featured on the Kia Forte , Kia Sorento , and
upcoming Kia Sportage and Kia Cadenza â€” and using Kia's new corporate grille, known as the
Tiger Nose , also designed by Schreyer. For the first time, this model will be using the Optima
name worldwide, where the Magentis name had been used previously. Sales began in fall The
new K5 was released in the South Korean market on 29 April Standard equipment includes
safety features such as electronic stability control ESC and ABS brakes, as well as Sirius
Satellite Radio, cooled glove box, iPod connectivity, and handsfree Bluetooth phone operation.
A panoramic moonroof, heated and cooled front seats, heated rear seats and a navigation
system are also available. SX models add a rear spoiler , metal pedals, black hybrid metal and
carbon insert trim, paddle shifters, and illuminated scuff plates. A Hybrid model and a Turbo
model were also released. The third generation Kia Optima is built and manufactured in West
Point, Georgia , which began in with the model. In Australia, the new Optima went on sale in
January Initially available in only one grade, the highly specified "Platinum", it was later joined
by an entry-level "Si" model in the model year. Both models feature a 2. A manual was not
offered. The third generation Kia Optima was launched in Malaysia on 27 December powered by
a 2. In a March comparison test by Car and Driver , the Optima came in third place out of six
cars behind the first place Volkswagen Passat and the second place Honda Accord. During its
first month in the market sold units. It also utilizes an active shutter system behind the upper
grille, allowing the car to redirect airflow when the gas engine's heat levels allow such as when
the car is operating in EV mode to improve aerodynamics, or to assist in more rapid warming up
of the gas engine. In its 7,mile drive across the 48 states, the car recorded an average of In
order to qualify for the record, the car had two people and luggage throughout the entire trip.
The Kia Optima went on-sale towards the end of It shares a platform with the Hyundai Sonata ,
and offers a new design, with new features and enhancements. The new K5 was released in the
South Korean market on 15 July A plug-in hybrid variant was unveiled at the Chicago Auto
Show. The Optima PHEV has an active grille, which automatically opens and closes at high and
low speeds, contributing to reduce the Cd. Retail deliveries began in the United States in
January with 40 units sold. Developed mainly for the European market by Kia's European
design team, Kia says the model represents a significant growth opportunity in Europe, as two
thirds of all models sold in the class are estates, rising to three quarters when looking purely at
fleet sales. In its case, Kia says the estate could outsell the sedan version six to one. The
Optima is a two-time winner of the International Car of the Year award. The Kia Optima

Convertible Concept was shown in ; a 4-door concept car similar to the Kia Optima sedan
without a roof and rear-hinged doors for the rear passengers in place of the front-hinged doors
of the production car. The fifth generation Optima's overall design is similar to that of the
Sonata , with a fastback-like profile, a trend that began in the s. However, the styling is unique,
featuring Z-shaped running lights, a textured grille and a chrome strip that runs along the
window line and becomes more prominent at the C-pillar. The interior has been redesigned
significantly as well, with an optional Under the hood, engines mostly mirror that of the Sonata,
with the base 4-cylinder turbo 1. All-wheel drive is newly available on some trim levels,
distinguishing it from the Sonata. Kia defeated rivals Ford, Chevrolet, Porsche, Aston Martin
and Nissan to become the first Korean auto manufacturer to win the championship. Kia Racing
finished the season with 13 podium finishes, including 5 race wins. Meanwhile, the
turbocharged Optima race cars led more on-track miles than any other manufacturer in the
class this season. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Mid-size car. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 1.
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Granbird I. Granbird II. See also: List of Kia vehicles. Compact car. Full-size car. Subcompact
CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View
Photos. Year Select Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim? Trim
Select Trim. Don't know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and
interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with
no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear
and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage?
Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any
panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts
broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys
do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues
with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no
obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls.
Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have
your license plate? Estimated values for the Kia Optima. LX 4dr Sedan 2. See more. Did you
know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used
as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of
your Kia Optima on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as
the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll
want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn
more. A number of factors will affect how much a Kia Optima is worth. For starters, you'll need
information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more
accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate

appraisal. The value of a Kia Optima, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Kia Optima. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Kia Optima and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Kia Optima
is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see
if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the
Optima. Sign Up. I have read alot of reviews on this car and some are good and some are bad.
The ones that are good i hope it keeps going good for you. Well i have an 04 kia optima and I
thought it was going to be a good car. I thought wrong , I have had nothing but problems with it
since i got it. I have had it for a year and a half and bought it with 78k on it and now it has 99k on
it. I have had the timing belt replaced along with the crank sensor, the cluthch has been
replaced in it , 4 new tires put on it and thats because the control are was bent and it had to be
replaced, it had had the fuel pump replace twice and the fuel pump assembly replace twice and
its in the shop right now getting that done. I bought a used Kia Optima LX 4cy, front wheel drive,
back in or It had 47k miles on it. It had air conditioning, powered windows and locks, cd player
and radio, powered mirrors, and rear folding seats, with a console to pull down in the back for 2
cup holders. And 2 cup holders in the front. It was awesome on gas. Very reliable if you take
good care of it. Change your belts and pulleys when needed or at 60, miles! You have 2 belts.
One for power steering and ac and the other is something else. Since it is the sister car to
Hyundai, the parts between the 2 are interchangeable. Only issue I had was electrical problems
when I hit over , miles. But it was 10 or 11 years old when I got rid of it. Also, if there are heavy
rains or big puddles, your belts will squeal, no harm though. Brakes are good. When it breaks
down, might be a little more expensive to repair because it's not american, but you don't have to
take it to a special dealership or anything to fix it. Plenty of places will fix them. CONS: During
the winter it handles about as well as any front wheel drive, but it sits a little lower to the
ground. Electrical issues I had at k miles was the horn blaring at random times, and radio being
funny. My LX 4 cyl, didn't have heated or cooled seats, sunroof, gps, or blue tooth. But had
cigarette outlet and outlet for gps or whatever. Not good for very tall people. My 6ft 7 ex
husband had a hard time getting in and out, and leg room problems. It's a good car for short or
shorter people. According to my husband at the time, he said it had a 15 or 20 gallon tank. I got
about mpg. Take good care of it and it will take good care of you. Only cars I will drive are chevy
and Kia's. I bought this car two years ago as my first car, i got it for bucks all smashed up. I
drive it pretty rough, but i perform all needed routine maintenance. This car is very reliable, but
no fun. The style is very bland inside and out, there is no power behind acceleration, the V6
guzzles gas like an SUV or truck would. I owned a little 4 cylinder Hyundai Elantra before this
car, and I really miss it. I went from filling the gas tank every 2 weeks to filling it every week
now. This car is like a tank, heavy, safe, reliable, I would take it anywhere, but have no fun
getting there. I just don't like the way it handles. I got this car with 75, miles on it, so I'm
probably stuck with it for awhile. It hasn't broken down on me yet. When i first got it, i wasn't
sure at first on getting a KIA, it wasn't my dream car. I had it for 3 years now and ive seen some
of the reviews. It CAN be true when it comes to breaking down.. I recommend ONLY for slow
patient drivers, its a long lasting vehicle. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Optima. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Optimas for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Optima. Sign Up. There are many different issues that can
cause the problem. This article is written with the assumption that you are looking for a way to
get your Kia Optima started now, and is meant to provide you with practical advice to help aid in
the diagnosis. There are really two main ways that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list
below to move to your particular situation. But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it
were cranking but will not start. Here are some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle
to not crank:. While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your
Optima to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery
poles where the cables connect. If there appears to be green or white corrosion all around it,
cleaning them may help get you back on the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge
to turn the starter, your Optima will not start. You can take your battery up to the local parts
store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator
can cause your battery to lose enough charge to start your Optima. When a starter goes bad,
they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you are stuck somewhere and are
trying to start your Optima, the old beat the starter with a hammer trick is not a wives tale. It

really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that can cause your Optima to
crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run. It is highly likely that
if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code. It is definitely worth
it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any trouble codes. These
codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine. By looking them up
on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed diagnosis of that code.
Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber, the Optima will crank,
but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition
issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can be caused by many
things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires, computer issues, and more.
The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go bad, it can be impossible for
your Optima to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic
protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal them. There are
occasions where this security system will cause the Optima to not start. There are a lot of
issues that can cause your Optima to not start. There are many reasons that your Optima may
not start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough time and patience,
you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that
you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the
battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Optima to not start, they
are some of the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough
charge to turn the starter, your Optima will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you
need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not
start is ignition issues. Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have
electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause your Optima
to not start. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this m
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